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Nationalisms and gender: Ireland in the time of the Great War 1914-1918

by Keith Jeffery, University of Ulster (k.jeffery@ulst.ac.uk)

In Dublin on Easter Monday, 24 April 1916, during fighting between Irish republican
Volunteers and British army forces at the South Dublin Union (a public workhouse and
hospital), Nurse Margaret Keogh was killed. This single death, just one of the five hundred or
so fatalities during the 1916 Easter Rising, its circumstances and the histories into which it
has been woven, reveals much about the complex interrelationships of gender and the
competing nationalisms of Ireland at the time of the First World War.

The 1916 Rebellion Handbook, first published by the Weekly Irish Times not long
after the Rising, mentions Nurse Keogh, more or less in passing, merely as an innocent
bystander. She was ‘one of the staff of the South Dublin Union, … accidentally killed by a
stray shot whilst discharging her duty’.1 As a unionist newspaper, the Irish Times certainly
deplored the insurrection and was likely to emphasise the needless loss of innocent lives. In
1918 the Catholic Bulletin, a nationalist devotional monthly magazine, published a series of
article entitled ‘Events of Easter week‘, which aimed to provide a coherent narrative of the
Rising. Dealing with events in the South Dublin Union, it told how Nurse Keogh had been on
the top floor of one of the hospital buildings when a volley of shots rang out below:

Nurse Keogh immediately decided to look after the safety of the inmates on the lower
floor. As she descended the long stone stairway leading to the ground floor on her
errand of mercy, she was shot dead.

At the foot of the stairs a porch and door open at right angles into the side of a
long corridor. This corridor was occupied by the military; and two soldiers kneeling
back, out of sight, covered the open doorway with their rifles. Immediately the nurse’s
white linen uniform flashed before them, as she entered the corridor, they fired, both
shots entering her body and killing her instantly.

Her body was placed on a table in the corridor and shortly afterwards a Volunteer who had
been wounded outside the building and was now ‘apparently in a dying condition’ was ‘laid
beside where Nurse Keogh had fallen’.2 The Catholic Bulletin gives no details whatsoever
about Keogh’s social or political circumstances.

Some fifteen years after the Rising a yet more dramatic account of her death was
included in The Last Post, a listing of republican heroes compiled on behalf of the ‘National
Graves Association’, whose purpose was (and is) to commemorate and preserve the memory
of ‘Ireland’s heroic dead’. In this history Nurse Keogh plays an especially noteworthy part:

When the British fire began to play on the Volunteer Post in the South Dublin Union,
on Easter Monday, 1916, a Volunteer fell wounded outside the door of the hospital.
Immediately a nurse rushed out to his assistance and as she bent over the wounded
man she herself was fired upon and fell dead. This outrage is all the more glaring, as
she was in uniform, which must have been distinctly seen.

Eamonn Ceannt [the Volunteer commander] addressed the men afterwards,
and declared that Nurse Keogh was the First Martyr and asked the Volunteers to so
remember her.

This account of her heroic death is inserted at the request of the Garrison of the
South Dublin Union that when this little book goes forth it may carry remembrance of
another name added to the Roll of Ireland’s noble women.3

                                           
1Weekly Irish Times, 1916 Rebellion Handbook (new edn., Dublin, 1998), p. 277.
2Catholic Bulletin, vol. 8 no. 5 (May 1918), pp 258-9.
3Mary Donnelly, The Last Post: Glasnevin Cemetery. Being a Record of Ireland’s Heroic Dead in Dublin City
and County (Dublin, n.d. [1932]), p. 26.
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In this version we find Nurse Keogh taking a more active part than hitherto in the events, and
also becoming less of an accidental, passive victim. The British troops attacking the
republican garrison, moreover, are clearly guilty of a shocking and reprehensible ‘war crime’.
Here, as in the 1916 Rebellion Handbook and the Catholic Bulletin, Nurse Keogh was doing
her ‘duty’; simple following her vocation as a nurse. Yet she is also explicitly drawn into the
circle of republican heroes.

In the late 1940s Desmond Ryan, who had himself fought on the republican side in
1916, wrote what purported to be ‘the complete story of Easter Week’. In fact, although
clearly sympathetic to the insurgents, this is a careful, accurate and well-referenced account.
Evidently drawing on the Catholic Bulletin he added some vivid details to the story. As the
British attacked:

The noise of the fighting brought Nurse Keogh, who was in the west wing, down the
stairs to look after the inmates on the ground floor. As she reached the foot of the
wide stone stairs she reached a doorway at right angles to a corridor where two British
soldiers were kneeling with rifles trained on the doorway. They mistook her in spite of
her white uniform for a Sinn Féiner or fired in panic at the sound of her approach, and
she dropped dead, the bullets from both rifles entering her body.4

Again, the fact of the nurse being in a clearly identifiable uniform is noted, though in this case
Ryan (who knew well what it was like to be a soldier in action) allows that the soldiers may
not have fired deliberately on the woman. With the exception of the 1916 Rebellion
Handbook, all the accounts cited so far categorically state that Keogh was killed by British
soldiers. The entry in Padraic O’Farrell’s quite comprehensive Who’s Who in the Irish War of
Independence (published in 1980) is less certain. ‘Upon hearing gunfire,’ it reads, Nurse
Keogh ‘rushed to call in patients walking in the grounds. Some sources [they are not
specified] say she was shot in error by Volunteers, others that she was shot by British
troops.’5

In a more recent work devoted to the subject of women and Irish nationalism, Nurse
Keogh’s fate is described immediately following an account of events in St Stephen’s Green,
the only place where women bore arms during the Rising. Here Margaret Skinnider was badly
wounded while acting as a sniper. The author of this account, Margaret Ward, continues: ‘the
only other woman casualty was Margaretta Keogh of Cumann na mBan, who was killed in
the South Dublin Union while rushing out to help a wounded Volunteer’.6 Since over forty
women bystanders were killed during the Rising,7 describing Keogh as ‘the only other
woman casualty’, as well as being a member of the nationalist women’s association, Cumann
na mBan, implies that she was an active participant on the republican side. Ward cites two
authorities for the information about Skinner and Keogh: the Catholic Bulletin for May 1918,
quoted above, and the republican propaganda paper An Phoblacht for 25 June 1922. The
latter source comprises an article by Nora Connolly O’Brien (daughter of James Connolly,
the socialist leader executed after the Rising). Her piece, which does not mention Nurse
Keogh, celebrates the active participation of women in Connolly’s Irish Citizen Army (ICA)
at Easter 1916. Evidently referring to Constance Markiewicz, the most prominent female
revolutionary, and Margaret Skinnider, O’Brien notes that ‘the only woman sentenced to
death in 1916, and the one woman wounded on active service and bearing arms in 1916, were
members of the Irish Citizen Army’.8

                                           
4Desmond Ryan, The Rising: the Complete Story of Easter Week (Dublin, 1949), pp 178-9.
5Padraic O’Farrell, Who’s Who in the Irish War of Independence, 1916-1921 (Dublin, 1980), p. 82.
6Margaret Ward, Unmanageable Revolutionaries: Women and Irish Nationalism (new edn, London, 1989), p.
113.
7According to the imperfect lists in the 1916 Rebellion Handbook (pp 56-8) some 46 women, all civilians, died
during the Rising.
8Nora Connolly O’Brien, ‘Women in Ireland: their part in the revolutionary struggle’, An Phoblacht, 25 June
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Some republicans, understandably, wanted to claim the heroic Nurse Keogh as one of
their own, as Eamonn Ceannt is recorded as having done, actually on the field of battle. Yet
the elusive assertion that she was an active participant, and a member of Cumann na mBan, is
not backed up in the canonical listing prepared for the National Graves Association, nor in
either of the sources cited by Margaret Ward. It will be seen from the differing accounts
reviewed here, that the ownership (as it were) of Nurse Keogh’s death remains disputed.
Perhaps her fate, caught in crossfire during the Rising, provides an apt metaphor for the
experience of women in the Irish revolution.

The historiography of early twentieth-century Ireland, from which these accounts of
Nurse Keogh’s death have been drawn, has conventionally been dominated, for quite
understandable reasons, by the periodically violent conflict between nationalism and
unionism. The Easter Rising of 1916 is seen as a straightforward clash between ‘Irish’ and
‘British’ people for the control of Ireland. Although in the short term the republican
separatists of 1916 failed to secure their aims, the events of the Rising and its aftermath laid
the foundation for the establishment of an independent Ireland within a very few years. But
when the 1916 Rising is placed in the wider context of the First World War, the picture
becomes more complex. Among the Irish nationalists fighting for freedom and democracy
during the war years were great numbers serving in the British army, believing, it seems, that
‘fighting for the freedom of small nations’ such as Belgium and Serbia would also advance
the cause of Irish liberty.9 For the most part, the soldiers facing the republican insurgents at
the start of the Rising in Dublin in 1916 were all themselves Irish, also caught perhaps, like
Nurse Keogh, in a sort of political crossfire.

Each of the accounts of Nurse Keogh’s death which we have already quoted presents
a clear demarcation between the republican Volunteers and the ‘British’, in the form of
‘British’ soldiers. There is no hint of the complexity and ambiguity of the situation as it
actually existed in 1916. One of the aspects completely missing from the accounts is any
understanding of who comprised the ‘British’ forces at the South Dublin Union. We may
never know the precise identity of Desmond Ryan’s ‘two British soldiers’ who apparently
fired the fatal shots, but we do know that the soldiers deployed at the South Dublin Union
were themselves Irish, drawn from the 3rd Battalion (Special Reserve) of the Royal Irish
Regiment.10 This formation was based in Dublin and was used to train recruits and return
recovered wounded or sick men for Royal Irish battalions on active service on the Western
Front and Macedonia. Although not every man in the unit was necessarily Irish-born, the
great majority undoubtedly were, and many would have joined up some time after the start of
the war in August 1914. All four of the Royal Irish regiment soldiers killed in the fighting on
the day Nurse Keogh died were Irish.11 The regimental history provides yet another version
of the events on Easter Monday 1916. In this account the insurgents, occupying the hospital
buildings ‘regardless of the patients, fired from the windows’. The battalion were unable to
return fire ‘owing to the danger of hitting the patients’. Nevertheless, ‘slowly the rebels were
driven from building to building, until finally about dusk the Union was cleared’.12 No

                                                                                                                                       
1932, p. 6.
9See, for example, the arguments of William Redmond MP, brother of the Nationalist Party leader, John
Redmond (Terence Denman, A Lonely Grave: the Life and Death of William Redmond (Dublin, 1995), pp 83-6).
10G. A. Hayes-McCoy, ‘A military history of the 1916 Rising’, in Kevin B. Nowlan (ed.), The Making of 1916:
Studies in the History of the Rising (Dublin, 1969), p. 267. Hayes-McCoy makes the point that there were
‘Irishmen on both sides’ (p. 270).
11They were: John Brennan (from Gowran, Co. Kilkenny), Michael Carr (Mulhuddert, Co. Dublin), James
Duffy (Carrsville, Co. Kildare), and Thomas Treacy (Mordike, Co. Tipperary). Names and details extracted
from War Office, Soldiers Died in the Great War, 1914-19, part 23, The Royal Irish Regiment (London, 1921),
pp 19-20.
12Stannus Geoghegan, The Campaigns and History of the Royal Irish Regiment, vol. ii, From 1900 to 1922
(Edinburgh & London, 1927), pp 102-3.
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mention is made of Nurse Keogh, or other civilian casualties. Apart from the passing mention
of ‘patients‘ (prompting the unlikely assertion that the soldiers were able to drive the
insurgents from the hospital without returning fire), the fight was an entirely male and
soldierly affair. Women remain in their proper place, that is to say, completely excluded from
the action.

Since conscription did not apply in Ireland, the men of the Royal Irish Regiment had
all joined up freely, and shared much with the republican Volunteers they faced at the South
Dublin Union. In the matters of enlistment and mobilisation, and of fighting and suffering
casualties, the separate experiences of Irish people during the First World War, whether
republican, constitutional nationalist or unionist, constitute a series of ‘parallel texts’, in
which the similarities might be more significant than the differences, great though they were
in political terms.13 And as it was for Irishmen, so it was for women like Nurse Keogh,
caught up in the events of world war and revolution.

One important issue raised by the story of Margaret Keogh concerns the ways and
extent to which women were affected and involved in the war and revolution of these years.
Employment in Keogh’s own profession of nursing was, unhappily, boosted by the war. It
was, of course, a role which men regarded women as uniquely well-qualified to fill.  And it
was a profession which could be taken up more or less divorced from any particular political
commitment. Indeed, the enlistment of Irish nationalist men and women in British military
medical services (and even the Red Cross, itself an intensely politicised organisation, as John
F. Hutchinson has shown14) could be excused under a doctrine of an overriding moral
imperative to save lives and care for the wounded. Fully two-thirds of the ‘past and present
students’ from the Catholic and predominantly nationalist University College, Dublin, who
served in the war did so in medical formations.15

The killing of a nurse at this stage of the First World War, moreover, had a special
resonance throughout the British Empire. The execution of Nurse Edith Cavell by the
Germans in Belgium on 12 October 1915 had sent a ‘thrill of horror and righteous hate
throughout the World’,16 though the constitutional Irish nationalist press confined itself
simply to reporting her death (‘English girl executed’) and the reaction in Britain, without
itself offering any protestations of outrage.17 Nevertheless, the German execution of a women
(at 49 years old Cavell was scarcely a ‘girl’), offending all British men’s chivalry, as the
prime minister Herbert Asquith asserted,18 may well have had the additional effect in Ireland
of saving Constance Markiewicz from a British firing-squad. After the Rising she was
condemned to death, but the sentence was commuted to life imprisonment.

Nursing service in the war ran across the whole spectrum of Irish political opinion.
Maud Gonne, a militant republican and wife (albeit estranged) of John MacBride, one of the
leaders of the 1916 Rising, worked in a series of Red Cross hospitals in France during the
1914 and 1915. ‘One cannot remain idle when there is so much suffering’, she told her
confidant, the poet W. B. Yeats. She also assured him that ‘it is not Ireland’s war & that she
ought to keep quite out of it’. She wondered, too, if women ‘who after all are the guardians of

                                           
13This is the underlying theme of my 1998 Lees Knowles Lectures at Trinity College, Cambridge, to be
published by Cambridge University Press as Ireland and the Great War.
14John F. Hutchinson, Champions of Charity: War and the Rise of the Red Cross (Boulder, Colorado, 1996).
15321 out of 478 (all men). Figures extracted from National University of Ireland, War List. Roll of Honour
(Dublin, 1919), pp 9-29.
16 The Press (Christchurch, New Zealand), 27 Oct. 1915 (quoted in Katie Pickles, ‘Edith Cavell—heroine: no
hatred or betterness for anyone?’, History Now/Te Pae Tawhito o Te Wa, vol. 3 no. 2 (Oct. 1997), p. 1).
17 See Freeman’s Journal, 21, 22 Oct. 1915.
18 Pickles, ‘Edith Cavell’, p. 4.
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the race’ could themselves end the terrible conflict. Yet, she felt the marginalised nature of
women’s situation: ‘the men are destroying themselves & we are looking on’.19

The sense of women as apparently helpless non-participants is especially strong
among Irish women out side the advanced wing of militant nationalism. One of the best
accounts of Irish women’s experience on the ‘home front’ during the First World War is in a
novel, The Ladies’ Road, by Pamela Hinkson, who was in her mid-teens at the start of the war
and spent much of the following years at the family home near Claremorris, County Mayo, in
the west of Ireland. The main character in the novel, Stella Mannering, is at school during the
war and divides her time between England and Ireland. Faced with appalling family losses—
her two brothers and an uncle are killed—she worries about being just ‘a useless mouth’, and
strongly desires to contribute in some direct practical way to the war effort.20 Hinkson’s
mother, the poet and novelist Katharine Tynan, recalled herself and her daughter suffering a
similar ‘alienation’ and immunity from the war in the west of Ireland. In Mayo, Pamela
‘envied even those who were under air-raids. Anything, anything, except the immunity (in a
sense) which had been forced upon us.’21 Tynan also wrote a novel set in Ireland during the
war. Here, too, a central female character, Carmel O’Reilly, again in the west of Ireland,
wants ‘to be somewhere where people were feeling the stress and suffering of the war. The
poor people about them were hardly aware of the war except in so far as it affected prices.’22

One clear option was, like Maud Gonne, to take up nursing. Unlike Gonne, however,
the motive need not be purely humanitarian. Other Irish women saw their role as nurses more
specifically in order to support their men’s military efforts. Not far from the hospital at
Argelès in Hautes Pyrénées, where Gonne began nursing, an Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF)
hospital was set up in Pau. This was entirely financed by the Ulster Women’s Unionist
Council (UWUC), which played a central part in mobilising opposition to Irish Home Rule
during the ‘Ulster Crisis’ of 1912-14. At home in Ulster the UWUC also supported an
extensive UVF hospital on several sites throughout the province. The Unionist women’s
support for the war effort, however, was not confined to the kinds of caring roles traditionally
associated with women’s work. During the ‘Ulster crisis’ of 1912-14, when civil war was
threatened against the imposition of Home Rule in Ireland, women had trained, not only as
nurses, but also as clerks, signallers and motor-cycle despatch riders. And while (unlike the
women of the ICA) they did not indulge in any formal weapons training, it was contemplated,
if only in a rhetorical fashion, that unionist women might have to bear arms in support of their
cause. In 1914 a propaganda picture postcard was published in Belfast showing a young
woman in front of a British union flag holding a rifle and with the caption ‘Deserted! Well-I
can stand alone’, confirming that the Ulster unionists were prepared to persevere even if
abandoned by their British allies.23 In the early months of the war the UWUC considered
‘equipping the Ulster Division with comforts, and offering the sum of £100 towards the
purchase of a Machine Gun, or failing that, an Ambulance’.24 In raising funds for weaponry
the Unionist women of Ulster were following a precedent—though they were scarcely likely
to be aware of this—set by Norwegian women nationalists who in the 1890s collected enough

                                           
19See Anna MacBride White & A. Norman Jeffares (eds), Always Your Friend : The Gonne-Yeats Letters,
1893-1938 (London, 1992), pp 347-59.
20Pamela Hinkson, The Ladies’ Road (London, 1932). Quotation taken from the Penguin edn (Harmondsworth,
1946), p. 80.
21Katharine Tynan, The Years of the Shadow (London, 1919), p. 310.
22Katharine Tynan, The Golden Rose (London, 1924), p. 99.
23 See John Killen, John Bull’s Famous Circus: Ulster History through the Postcard 1905-1985 (Dublin, 1985),
p. 72.
24Diane Urquhart, ‘«The female of the species is more deadlier than the male»? The Ulster Women’s Unionist
Council, 1911-40’, in Janice Holmes & Diane Urquhart (eds), Coming into the Light: the Work , Politics and
Religion of Women in Ulster (Belfast, 1994), pp 104-5.
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money to build ‘the women’s warship’, a torpedo-boat aptly named Valkyrien.25 In the end,
however, the Irishwomen, perhaps less bellicose than their Scandinavian sisters, opted for the
ambulance.

A mirror image to the UVF nurses, whose political commitment to unionism
underpinned their war service, is provided by the Irish nationalist female Volunteers
supporting their male colleagues during the 1916 Rising. We have already noted the ICA
women, two of whom actually bore arms. By contrast, their sixty colleagues from Cumman
na mBan were restricted to non-combatant functions such as nursing, cooking and despatch-
carrying. Women served in all the main insurgent strong-points except one, Boland’s Mill,
commanded by Eamon de Valera, who survived 1916 to become the dominant political leader
of independent Ireland.26 Years after, de Valera said that he had turned female Volunteers
away as he did not want to add to the ‘anxieties’ of his men by admitting to his command
‘untrained women, women who were clearly untrained for soldiering’.27 In this de Valera
merely reflected the dominant ethic, held by women as well as men, which denied women
any active combat role at all. The irony of the situation is that while some Irish women were
armed and ready to use weapons at home (and did so in 1916), in the wider conflagration of
the Great War, women  were universally relegated to non-combatant duties, which in
themselves did not necessarily reflect any explicit political commitment.

These duties provided a significant expansion of opportunity for women in a range of
activities. There were economic benefits for those women who found work in munitions
factories, though there were many fewer of these in Ireland than elsewhere in the United
Kingdom. And although this was essentially a non-combatant activity, and one which she
thoroughly enjoyed, the sharp contrast between it and the traditional women’s role was not
lost on one Ulster woman. In a magazine produced for a Belfast munitions factory she wrote:
‘Midst the laughter and the singing I often wonder why I am with others engaged in this
awful occupation… It is difficult to think of women in the Twentieth Century engaged in
such an occupation, but then we must think of the havoc wrought by our enemies.’28 Over
200 Voluntary Aid Detachments supplied some 4,400 women for nursing and auxiliary
service at home and abroad. Eighteen sisters and nurses of Queen Alexandra’s Imperial
Military Nursing Service lost their lives in the war.

Many thousands of women did voluntary work. The Irish War Hospital Supply Depot
had 6,000 registered women volunteers in eight sub-depots across Ireland manufacturing
surgical and other medical equipment. The Royal College of Science ‘Voluntary Aid
Detachment (Nursing Division)’ co-ordinated a national organisation for the manufacture of
medical dressings made from sphagnum moss, which grew extensively throughout Ireland.
Dominated by female workers, this had about 200 moss-collecting centres and produced a
total output between November 1915 and February 1919 of 967,422 articles, ‘surgical
dressings, bandages and rest cushions’.29 The UWUC established a ‘Ulster Women’s Gift
Fund’ for  servicemen’s ‘comforts’ which by 1918 had raised over £100,000. Other
organisations, such as the Cork Women’s Emergency Committee, worked to help the families
of servicemen. There was a parallel effort on the advanced nationalist side in the Irish

                                           
25Ida Blom, ‘Equality and the threat of war in Scandinavia, 1884-1905’, in T. G. Fraser & Keith Jeffery (eds),
Men, Women and War (Dublin, 1993), pp 103-4.
26 For de Valera, see Tim Pat Coogan, De Valera: Long Fellow, Long Shadow (London, 1993).
27 In a Dail debate, 13 May 1937 (quoted in Ward, Unmangeable Revolutionaries, p.110).
28 The Turret Lathers, Dec. 1916 (Somme Heritage Centre, Newtownards, Co. Down).
29 Department of Agriculture & Technical Instruction (Ireland), 19th Annual Report, 1918-19, 357 [Cmd 929],
H.C. 1920, ix, 533.
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National Aid and Volunteer Dependents’ Fund, which by August 1919 had distributed over
£120,000.30

For the most part the efforts of the many thousands of Irish women who participated
in voluntary war work have only scrappily been recorded, if at all. Modern Ireland’s ‘national
amnesia’ regarding the First World War31 still extends to this civil mobilisation of support.
The history of female revolutionary participants, never a very numerous group of people, has
been better served by historians and other writers. In the case of Nurse Keogh, we have seen
how the story of one bystander can be subsumed within a larger political narrative, but the
huge numbers of Irish women engaged in undoubtedly less exciting, though still serious,
wartime activities as yet constitutes a kind of historically hidden Ireland. In a recent work,
explicitly sympathetic to revolutionary nationalism, Ruth Taillon has forcefully argued that ‘it
is time to resurrect the stories of all those women who were pushed to the margins in the
1930s, ’40s, ’50s and ’60s’.32 She is absolutely right to assert the historian’s obligation to
draw in from the margins categories of people whose history has been neglected, sometimes
for quite tendentious reasons. But in the Irish context the challenge is to recover the history,
not just of militant activists, nationalist or unionist, but also of what Jean Bethke Elshtain has
called ‘the noncombatant many’,33 who in circumstances approaching ‘total war’ are
increasingly drawn into the mobilisation of state resources in response to the challenges of
large-scale conflict. Among these women were perhaps some who had never before stepped
out of the domestic environment and who were socially, if not also economically, empowered
by their experience. One shrewd Belfast journalist, James Winder Good, reflected in 1919 on
the impact of the war on women. ‘Since the war women in Belfast, as elsewhere,’ he wrote,
‘have been marching fast towards new horizons’. He wondered if the clock could ever be
turned back and if women ‘would be willing to return to their old groove, and accept with the
same unquestioning faith the orthodox formulas of their class. Personally’, he continued, ‘I
have a suspicion that however thoroughly the problem of demobilisation may be carried out
in a material sense, intellectually there will be no reversion to the old standard’.34

The First World War years, in Ireland as elsewhere, was a time when the activities of
women, both in traditional and innovatory roles, could be enlisted in support of ‘national’ and
state objectives. In Ireland this process was confused by the existence of widely differing and
competing conceptions of nationality and state legitimation, not only between nationalists and
unionists, but also within the nationalist movement. The political attitudes of those women,
for example, who pursued voluntary work in support of servicemen and their families could
vary dramatically. Unionist women clearly assumed that their war work would help cement
the union in much the same way as their menfolk’s service at the battle front. Republican
women, whether Cumann na mBan or ICA, similarly conflated their activities with the pursuit
of full Irish independence. Constitutional nationalists, the supporters of John Redmond’s Irish
Parliamentary Party, also had a ‘national’ political objective, though not necessarily that of a
republic, nor, certainly, one achieved by violent means. But there were also many other
Irishwomen with no explicit political motivation or agenda, whose war work may have been
prompted by no more than a vague sense of civic obligation or a general humanitarian
impulse. And yet even these women—exemplified by Nurse Margaret Keogh with whom we
began—could be enlisted into one party or another by both contemporary observers and the
subsequent writers of Irish history.

                                           
30 Catholic Bulletin, vol. 9 no. 8 (Aug. 1919), p. 430. Aspects of womens’ mobilisation during the war are
covered in Keith Jeffery Ireland and the Great War (Cambridge, forthcoming [2000]).
31 A term coined by F. X. Martin in his ‘1916—myth, fact and mystery’, Studia Hibernica, 7 (1967), p. 68.
32 Ruth Taillon, The Women of 1916 (Belfast, 1996), p. 113.
33 As opposed to ‘the ferocious few’; see the stimulating discussion in Jean Bethke Elshtain, Women and War
(Brighton, 1987), ch. 5.
34 James Winder Good, Ulster and Ireland (Dublin, 1919), pp 292-3.
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This can be illustrated by the case of the ‘separation women’, the dependants of
serving soldiers who were in receipt of ‘separation’ allowances from the government. These
payments were instrumental in significantly supplementing the incomes of working-class
families and protecting their living standards.35 One recent study of Ireland and the First
World War, based on the experience of a single individual, James English, a labouring man
from Wexford in the south-east of Ireland, calculated that he and his family were 154% better
off once he was soldiering.36 Marxist analysts have tended to explain military enlistment
through the consequent economic benefits. One such was James Connolly who argued that
British colonial exploitation had so depressed employment and wages in Ireland that men had
no alternative to joining up. It was simply ‘economic conscription’. ‘Fighting at the front
today,’ he argued in 1915, ‘there are many thousands whose soul revolts against what they are
doing, but who must nevertheless continue fighting and murdering because they were
deprived of a living at home, and compelled to enlist that those dear to them might not
starve’.37 By extension, moreover, ‘those dear to them’—the ‘separation women’—had also
been economically conscripted to support the British war effort.

In some accounts the womenfolk of Irish soldiers were drawn into a largely unionist
narrative. A brief appendix in the regimental history of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers on ‘What
our women did for the Regiment during the Great War’ noted that the work was inaugurated
at a meeting of the committee of the Dublin Women’s Unionist Club.38 Other stories find
these women actively opposing separatist nationalism, such as an incident related in a history
written by a distinctly pro-unionist academic in the immediate aftermath of the Irish
revolution. In May 1915, shortly after a battalion of the Royal Munster Fusiliers had suffered
severe casualties during a landing at Gallipoli, a parade of republican Irish Volunteers in
Limerick was ‘furiously attacked by a crowd of women—mostly wives of the Munster
Fusiliers’. The Volunteer parade ‘was only saved from ending in a humiliating rout by the
intervention of the Royal Irish Constabulary’.39

During narratives of the 1916 Rising groups of separation women periodically appear
to excoriate the insurgents. As in the case of Nurse Keogh, the story has grown in the telling.
In one version (written sixty years after the event), ‘queues of women lining up outside the
GPO [General Post Office] to collect their British army separation allowance’ protested on
being ‘told that with the establishment of an Irish republic the allowances had ceased’.40

Another, journalistic (though generally reliable) version, written in the 1960s, described
crowds gathering around the GPO: ‘many were «separation women,» mainly from the poorer
class, who … hurled abuse at the rebels’.41 Desmond Ryan, however, who was actually in the
GPO, made no mention whatsoever of separation women, merely observing that ‘dazed,
unsympathetic half-hostile crowds ebb and flow before the headquarters of revolt’.42

Yet some eyewitness accounts did note the presence of separation women. In
Enniscorthy, County Wicklow, one of the few places outside Dublin where rebellion
occurred, they were reported as having complained about the local post office being closed.
Here the Volunteers were sympathetic and gave the women ‘permits for provisions’ similar to

                                           
35 J. M Winter, The Great War and the British People (London, 1986), pp 240-1.
36 Thomas P. Dooley, Irishmen or English Soldiers? The Times and Life of a Southern Catholic Irish Man
(1876-1916) Enlisting in the British Army During the First World War (Liverpool, 1995), p. 124.
37 Workers’ Republic, 18 Dec. 1915 (reprinted in James Connolly, A Socialsit and War, 1914-1916, ed. P. J.
Musgrove (London, 1941), p. 102).
38 H. C. Wylly, Neill’s ‘Blue Caps’, vol. 3, 1914-1922 (Aldershot, 1923), pp 205-6.
39 W. Alison Phillips, The Revolution in Ireland 1906-1923 (London, 1923), p. 88.
40 Ruth Dudley Edwards, Patrick Pearse: the Triumph of Failure (pbk edn, London, 1979), p. 285 (first
published 1977).
41 Max Caulfield, The Easter Rebellion (Westport, Conn., 1975), p. 96.(first published, 1963).
42 Ryan, The Rising, p. 126.
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those given to the families of insurgents.43 Another Volunteer, who had been in the GPO,
remembered when they were being marched away after the surrender that they were
‘subjected to abuse from women, dependents of British soldiers, at points along the way’.44

Another recollection, this time by one of the woman rebels, Brighid Lyons Thornton,
described how when ‘we were marched out there were such shrieks of hatred. Never did I see
such savage women. A lot of them were getting the separation allowance because their
husbands were off fighting in France and they thought their livelihood would be taken away
because of what we had done.’45

In each of the accounts which mention them, the separation women appear as a sort of
mercenary Greek chorus, fired principally by their economic dependence on the financial
largesse of the British government. But, although they are indisputably Irish, they remain
essentially on the sidelines of Ireland’s central historical narrative. Perhaps the only humanely
sympathetic portrayal of them comes in the plays of Sean O’Casey, himself a member of the
ICA until shortly before the Rising. The powerful but flawed Bessie Burgess in The Plough
and the Stars (1926), set among crumbling Dublin tenements in 1916, has seen her son go out
to France with the Dublin Fusiliers and awaits his return, now ‘carryin’ a shatthered arm that
he got fightin’ for his King an’ counthry!’46 In The Silver Tassie (1928) Mrs Heegan, the wife
of a Dublin docker, worries about her son Harry going absent without leave as her
‘governmental money grant would stop at once’.47 Yet O’Casey’s Bessie Burgess, as a
working-class Protestant, is by no means a wholly representative figure, and it is certain that
the majority of the separation women were Catholic, as were a majority of the men who
joined up.48

No existing historical account has attempted to reconstruct the culture and
circumstances of these women, to draw them in from the margins and to tell their story. The
marginalised status of the separation women not only reflects their commitment to their
soldier kin, which places them in an ambiguous political situation, but also the fact that they
are for the most part proletarian women whose class loyalties might deviate from the
prevailing Irish nationalist-unionist discourse. That they might have any feminist agenda
would further distance them from the Irish mainstream. But without a sustained and rigorous
examination of their situation and experience, these women will remain no more than
cardboard cut-outs, as it were stage-flats, background scenery intermittently shoved on to the
historical stage of early twentieth–century Ireland, and used, as often as not, merely to make a
political point, for example, the essentially mercenary nature of military service.

What connects Nurse Margaret Keogh and the separation women lies not so much in
the direct impact of the Great War and the Easter Rising as in the various ways writers and
historians have treated them subsequently. The experience of these women has proved to be
malleable since the individuals themselves remain shadowy and unformed. Denied the
opportunity (at least so far) to tell their own story, others have done the job for them, and
manipulated their histories to fit different political perspectives. Irish partitionemerged from
the violent crucible of the First World War and the years of conflict which immediately
followed: a separatist Irish nation-state and a unionist ‘statelet’, which remained within the
United Kingdom were established. Between these two irreconcilable polities, and within their

                                           
43 Robert Brennan, Allegiance (Dublin, 1950), p. 66.
44 Joseph A. Sweeney, ‘In the G.P.O.: the fighting men’, in F. X. Martin (ed.), The Easter Rising, 1916 and
University College Dublin (Dublin, 1966), p. 104.
45 Quoted in Kenneth Griffith & Timothy E. O’Grady, Curious Journey: An Oral History of Ireland’s
Unfinished Revolution (Cork, 1998), p. 78.
46 Sean O’Casey, The Plough and the Stars (London, 1957), p.155 (act 4).
47 The Silver Tassie, p. 32 (act 1), in Sean O’Casey, Three More Plays (London, 1965).
48 About 57% of all Irish wartime recruits were Catholic (David Fitzpatrick, ‘Militarism in Ireland, 1900-1922’,
in Thomas Bartlett & Keith Jeffery (eds), A Military History of Ireland (Cambridge, 1996), p. 389).
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own solipsistic histories, there was no place for the apparently uncommitted—like the real
Nurse Keogh—or the ambiguously loyal separation women, who after 1918 slipped out of the
narrative of Irish public life as suddenly as they had appeared in August 1914. Only perhaps
now, in the late 1990s, when the sharp political divergence of that time appears to matter less
than it did; when separatist Ireland is less unequivocally independent than it once seemed;
and when unionist Ireland is less firmly accommodated within the United Kingdom than it
used to be; only now may we come to draw in the apparently anomalous experience of the
separation women and Nurse Keogh and attempt a more satisfactorily holistic history of early
twentieth-century Ireland.


